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Best Practice 1

Research Translation and Start-up Ecosystem

SL No Title Link

1 Research Translation and Start-up Ecosystem 1 View

2 Research Translation and Start-up Ecosystem  2 View

3 Mahatma Gandhi University Kerala Rankings View

4 News Report on BIIC, Research-Led Products 

and Startups

View

5 Business Innovation and Incubation Centre 

(BIIC) Team

View

6 Student Mentor Interface View

7 BIIC Students Startup- Technology Transfer View

8 BIIC Students Startup- Interious Bioresearch 

Centre (IBRC)

View

9 BIIC Students Startup- A-grade Tools View

10 BIIC Students Startup- Calabura lab View

11 BIIC Students Startup- Eco Loving Advancement 

(ELA)

View

12 Business Incubation and Innovation Centre 

(BIIC)

Inter-University Centre for Organic Farming and

Sustainable Agriculture Startup

View

13 Start-up Incubation Facility at BIIC View

14 BIIC Startups in Organic Farming, Waste 

Management, and Water Resource Management

View

15 BIIC Startups in Agriculture View

16 Startups/ Enterprises Started by Students/Alumni 

of Mahatma Gandhi University

View
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Research Translation and Start-up Ecosystem

16 Co-incubation with Affiliated colleges- Amal 

Jyothi College and Cathelicate College 

Pathanamthitta

View

17 Partnerships and Collaboration- Kerala 

Startup Mission's Innovation 

Entrepreneurship Development Centre 

(IEDC)

View

18 BIIC and National Institute for Developing 

and Harnessing Innovation (NIDHI) - TBI

View

19 BIIC and Confederation of Indian Industry View

20 BIIC and Central Travancore Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry

View

21 BIIC and National Institute of 

Food Technology (NIFTEM)

View

22 BIIC and SWAKIT Biotech PVT LTD View

23 Successful Patents View

24 Young Innovators Programme (YIP) View

25 Entrepreneurship Awards 2018 View

26 Talk on "Company Formation" View

27 Talk on "Innovative Thinking and Effective 

Communication"

View

28 MGU Startup Policy View

29 Technology Commercialization Workshop on 

Women Entrepreneurship

View

30 Awareness Programme on IPR View
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Research Translation and Start-up Ecosystem

31 5-Day Technology Commercialisation 

Workshop

View

32 Mahatma Gandhi University Innovation 

Foundation (MGUIF)

View

33 Mahatma Gandhi University Innovation 

Foundation (MGUIF) Team

View

34 Mahatma Gandhi University Innovation 

Foundation (MGUIF)- Certificate of 

Incorporation

View

35 WEBINAR “Facilities & Opportunities in 

MGU Innovation Foundation as Business 

Innovation Ecosystem of Mahatma Gandhi 

University”

View

36 Products and services MGU Innovation 

Foundation as Business Innovation Ecosystem

View

37 Native Operative Reception Assistant (NORA) View

38 Automated Mushroom Farming Using 

Sensors

View

39 Natively Developed Journal Management 

System – “Scholar Note”

View

40 Relevant videos of MGU View
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Title of the Practice: 

Research Translation and Start-up Ecosystem

The landscape of higher education has witnessed a paradigm shift in recent years, with an

increasing emphasis on research, consultancy, and innovation as key drivers of academic

excellence and global recognition. In this dynamic context, our institution has emerged as a

frontrunner, solidifying its position on both national and international stages. Mahatma Gandhi

University established a vibrant innovation system and a better University-Industry linkage

with a vision to synergize the triadic relationship of academia-industry-government for

building better innovation system and enabling knowledge flow across different discipline of

knowledge with specific objectives of develop an ecosystem to nurture innovation and

entrepreneurship, To incubate and accelerate start-ups and enterprises through networking as

per the national demand and to mediate the industry-academia interaction for the benefit of

society.

In the realm of academic rankings, our university's prowess shines brightly. Noteworthy

accolades include its standing in renowned global rankings such as the Times Higher Education

(THE) World Ranking, the Asian University Ranking, the Young University Ranking, the

Emerging Economy University Ranking 2022, and the National Institutional Ranking

Framework (NIRF). It is the confluence of exceptional achievements in research, consultancy,

and innovation that has propelled us to the upper echelons of academic recognition.

A critical analysis of our university's position in the ranking reveals the multifaceted nature of

its research-related accomplishments. The research score of 31.5 serves as a testament to the

unwavering dedication of our academic community in pushing the boundaries of knowledge.

Our remarkable citations score of 58.1 signifies the widespread impact of our research output, a

beacon of excellence that illuminates the global scholarly landscape. Furthermore, the industry

income score of 37.9 underscores our commitment to translating research into tangible

solutions that benefit society at large. The international outlook score of 21.9 reflects our

institution's cosmopolitan ethos, fostering collaboration and knowledge exchange on a global

scale.
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Title of the Practice: 

Research Translation and Start-up Ecosystem

Central to our research and innovation enterprise is the H-Index, a powerful metric that

quantifies the impact of our scholarly output. A H-Index of 1397 at the global level, 431 in

Asia, and 58 in India solidify our stature as a prolific research institution. This numerical

representation is mirrored in the invaluable contributions of our top-ranking scientists, who

stand at an impressive 10 (20% of the global benchmark). Their work reverberates across

disciplines and geographies, reaffirming our university's commitment to advancing knowledge

for the betterment of humanity.

In order to foster a vibrant innovation system and a better University-Industry linkage cut

across all the disciplines of studies in the University. BIIC collaborates with KADS –PCL

(Farmers’ Society, Kerala Agri Development And Sustainable Producer Company Limited,

KADS-PCL, Thodupuzha), NIFTEM (National Institute Of Food Technology Entrepreneurship

And Management, NIFTEM, Haryana), Agro-Biotech Research Centre Limited, ABTEC,

Kottayam and Confederation of Indian Industry (CII). BIIC support to access the University

infrastructure distributed across the various Schools/Departments/Centers as per the start-up

policy, which enables all Schools and department to collaborate with BIIC to the specific

objectives of triadic relationship of University, Industry and government.
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Detailed report:

https://www.adscientificindex.com/university/Mahatma+Gandhi+University+Kerala/
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News Report on BIIC, Research Led Products and Startups
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Business innovation and incubation centre (BIIC) Team

Dr. Radhakrishnan E K

Director , Business Innovation and Incubation Centre (BIIC)

radhakrishnanek@mgu.ac.in

Assistant Professor , School of Biosciences, Mahatma Gandhi University

Nominated faculty, MHRD’s National Innovation Start-up Policy at Mahatma Gandhi 

University

Nodal Officer, KSUM-IEDC

Member, Board of Directors, MGU Innovation Foundation (section 8 company)

Dr. Radhakrishnan E.K is currently working as Director, Business innovation and

incubation centre (BIIC) and as Assistant Professor at School of Biosciences of Mahatma

Gandhi University, Kottayam and also as Joint Director of Inter University Centre for

Organic Farming and Sustainable Agriculture (IUCOFSA), Mahatma Gandhi University,

Kottayam. He completed his doctoral degree from Rajiv Gandhi Centre for

Biotechnology, Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India in 2008 and Post doctoral studies

from The University of Tokyo, Japan in 2010. During his 12 years of research, he has

published 129 research publications, 38 book chapters and 3 review papers. He edited 2

books from Springer Nature and Elsevier and 6 books are in progress. He has 2017

citations and h-index of 22 and has delivered 41 invited talks in various national and

international conferences and seminars. So far twelve PhDs have been completed under

his guidance. He has completed four major research projects and 1 minor project from

various funding agencies and has 5 ongoing projects as PI. His research areas include

plant microbe interactions, microbial natural products, microbial synthesis of metal

nanoparticles, development of polymer based nanocomposites with antimicrobial effects

for food packaging and medical applications.

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/team

Google Scholar Link: 

https://scholar.google.co.in/citations?user=KSITR6EAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=ao
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Business innovation and incubation centre (BIIC) Team

Dr. Chandana C

TBI Manager, Business Innovation and Incubation Centre (BIIC)

chandu.devan@gmail.com

Chandana C is currently working as Research Associate at the Business Innovation and

Incubation Centre, Mahatma Gandhi University. She has completed her Ph.D in

Biochemistry from School of Biosciences, Mahatma Gandhi University. She has 4

research publications in peer reviewed international journals with 49 citations and h-

index of 2 and 1 book chapter. She took her M.Phil degree from School of Biosciences.

Her experience in BIIC includes supporting the startup incubatees, conducting awareness

programmes, innovation and start up activities, coordinating various programmes related

to startups and entrepreneurship in collaboration with Kerala Development Innovation

and Strategic Council, IEDC-Kerala Start up Mission, writing project proposals to

various state and national funding agencies and office documentation.

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/team
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Student Mentor Interface 

On January 10, 2019, the Business Innovation and Incubation Centre (BIIC) organized a

Student Mentor Interface across different departments within Mahatma Gandhi University. The

primary objective of this program was to create a platform where student start-up owners from

BIIC could interact with external experts associated with BIIC.

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/eve2019
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BIIC Students Start Up 

Technology Transfer

Research Team: Mr. Sreejith S and Dr. Radhakrishnan E.K.

Research Team: Ms. Aswathy Jayakumar and Dr. Radhakrishnan E.K.

Company Name: Agri Biotech Research Centre Limited (ABTEC), Kottayam, Kerala.

Technology transfer agreement was signed on 14 th January 2019 represented by the Hon.

Vice-Chancellor on behalf of Mahatma Gandhi University with Agro-Biotech Research

Centre Limited (ABTEC) through the Business Innovation and Incubation Centre (BIIC) of

Mahatma Gandhi University.

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/eve2019
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Start-up Incubation Facility at BIIC 

Interious Bioresearch Centre (IBRC):

Partners: Sreejith S, Shibil Shad K

+91 9074806857, sreejithpyd@gmail.com

Though the humid tropical climate in Kerala favors agricultural production, there are serious

challenges with fungal infection. Currently there are chemical fungicides used to treat the

infections, which leads to a drastic deterioration of soil micro flora. The present startup firm

developed an organic sprayable nano formulation effective for the short span crops, which is

currently available in market.

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/startups
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Start-up Incubation Facility at BIIC 

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/startups

A-grade Tools:

Partners: Jisho George, Shaji K Varghese

+91 9544584873

This is a tool that can be used for capping fruits and vegetables to protect from birds, insects

etc. by using any kind of paper or cloth cover. The length of the tool is adjustable and has a

wide demand among farmers.
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Start-up Incubation Facility at BIIC 

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/startups

A-grade Tools:

Partners: Jisho George, Shaji K Varghese

+91 9544584873
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Start-up Incubation Facility at BIIC 

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/startups

Calabura lab:

Partners: Abudahir, Renjith Mahasenan, +91 9886224104

Calabura labs is technically advanced company focussed on herbal based health care

products, cosmetics and toiletries.
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Start-up Incubation Facility at BIIC 

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/startups

Eco Loving Advancement (ELA):

Partners: Balu Balachandran , Shabeer Shajahan , Gopikrishna V G, Abdul Shukkur M,

Arun Sasi S , Aswin Rajan Varghese, +91 9496464097

Eco Loving Advancement – ELA is a startup company initiated by the research scholars of

Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam, Kerala to propagate the idea of green conference.

Each conferences, seminars, Symposia etc. were left back lot of plastic wastes in all the

institutions. This leads to the idea of Green Conference Concept. The scholars especially from

School of Environmental Sciences, MG University with the financial aid of Business

Innovation and Incubation Centre (BIIC) and Inter University Centre for Organic Farming

and Sustainable Agriculture (IUCOFSA) have started the ELA.
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Bussiness Incubation and Innovation Centre (BIIC)

Inter University Centre for Organic Farming and

Sustainable Agriculture Start-ups

To bolster innovation and that falls within the remit of State Government’s newly initiated 

Haritha Keralam project, which includes Organic Farming, Waste To bolster innovation and 

that falls within the remit of State Government’s newly initiated HarithaKeralam project, 

which includes Organic Farming, Waste Management and Water resource management, 

IUCOFSA is jointly sponsoring the students’ start‐ups projects that fall within the remit of 

HarithaKeralam. BIIC‐IUCOFSA have already awarded 50 student start‐ups to promote 

incubation activities in Organic farming, Waste Management and Water resource 

management. 50 more start ups are being processed for awarding the same in due course.

Management and Water resource management, IUCOFSA is jointly sponsoring the students’ 

start‐ups projects that fall within the remit of HarithaKeralam. BIIC‐IUCOFSA have already 

awarded 50 student start‐ups to promote incubation activities in Organic farming, Waste 

Management and Water resource management.
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Bussiness Incubation and Innovation Centre (BIIC)

Inter University Centre for Organic Farming and

Sustainable Agriculture Start-ups
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Start-up Incubation Facility at BIIC 
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Start-up Incubation Facility at BIIC 
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BIIC Startups in Organic Farming, Waste Management, and 

Water Resource Management
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BIIC Startups in Agriculture
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Startups/ Enterprises Started by Students/Alumni of Mahatma Gandhi 

University

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-

CR16SE358NO9670.pdf
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Startups/ Enterprises Started by Students/Alumni of Mahatma Gandhi 

University
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Startups/ Enterprises Started by Students/Alumni of Mahatma Gandhi 

University
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Startups/ Enterprises Started by Students/Alumni of Mahatma Gandhi 

University
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Startups/ Enterprises Started by Students/Alumni of Mahatma Gandhi 

University
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Startups/ Enterprises Started by Students/Alumni of Mahatma Gandhi 

University
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Co-incubation with Affiliated colleges 

After its successful establishment, BIIC extended its functional areas to include affiliated

colleges of Mahatma Gandhi University. As part of this endeavor, BIIC is currently in

partnership with Amal Jyothi College and Cathelicate College Pathanamthitta. Furthermore,

discussions for partnerships with 9 other colleges have been finalized, and the signing of

Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs) with these institutions will take place soon.

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5593.pdf

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5594.pdf
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Co-incubation with Affiliated colleges 
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Partnerships and Collaboration 

At present, BIIC is engaged in a collaborative effort with Kerala Startup Mission's

Innovation Entrepreneurship Development Centre (IEDC) for their outreach program.

Additionally, they also partner with an MSME Recognized Incubator sanctioned by the

Central Government of India to organize Hackathons.

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/iedc.pdf

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/mhrd.pdf

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOCCR7SE182NO5564.pdf

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOCCR7SE182NO5565.pdf

BIIC and Kerala Startup Mission’s – Innovation

Entrepreneurship Development Centre (IEDC) for outreach programme
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BIIC and National Institute for  Developing and  Harnessing Innovation  (NIDHI) - TBI
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BIIC and Confederation of Indian Industry

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5595.pdf
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BIIC and Central Travancore  Chamber of Commerce  and Industry

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5595.pdf
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BIIC and National Institute of Food  Technology (NIFTEM) 

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5597.pdf
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BIIC and SWAKIT Biotech PVT LTD 

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5598.pdf
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Successful Patents 

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/ip

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5567.pdf

As of now, the Business Innovation and Incubation Centre (BIIC) has filed a total of 22 patents

for various innovations. Out of these 22 patent applications, 2 have been granted and officially

approved. This means that these two innovations have been recognized for their uniqueness and

granted legal protection by the respective patent authorities. The remaining 20 patent

applications are still under review or pending approval
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Successful Patents 
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Successful Patents 
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Successful Patents 
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Young Innovators Programme (YIP) 

The centre has successfully concluded the registration procedure, aiming to introduce young

students to the innovation cycle and makes a more profound impact on Kerala's academic

system. This was achieved by participating in the Young Innovators Programme (YIP)

organized by the Kerala Development and Innovation Strategic Council (K-DISC).

https://biic.mgu.ac.in/eve2019#
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Entrepreneurship Awards 2018

To encourage the students, BIIC has instituted three Entrepreneur Awards on the basis of

industrial viability of projects. The award carried a prize money of Rs. 50,000 and a citation.

The wards were distributed on 17 March 2018 by Mr.S Venkataraman,Chief General Manager,

State Bank of India. The award winners are Ms. Blessy Joseph, Mr. Sreejith S and Mr. Ajith

Mathew.
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Talk on "Company Formation"

Invited talk on "Company Formation" lead by Mr. Prathik Lenin, Chartered Accountant, Lenin

Associates, Kottayam, at School of Tourism Studies, Mahatma Gandhi University on 12

December 2018. The talk provided simple tips to help and guide our student entrepreneurs

regarding funding, financial agencies and company registration.
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Talk on "Innovative Thinking and Effective Communication"

On 27 September 2018 Dr. Kalyani Vallathu conducted a workshop on "Innovative Thinking

and Effective Communication" for aspiring entrepreneurs. The workshop cast light on many

aspects of interpersonal and interpersonal skills of collaboration, communication, creative

thinking, time and project management that make up efficient young professionals.
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MGU Startup Policy

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR16SE358NO9770.pdf
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Technology Commercialization Workshop on Woman Entrepreneurship
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Awarness Programme on IPR

The Business Innovation and Incubation Centre (BIIC) at Mahatma Gandhi University plays a

pivotal role in fostering innovation and entrepreneurship conducted a webinar on the topic

“raising awareness about intellectual property rights (IPR)” on February 11th 2022. This

webinar aimed to educate participants about the significance of protecting intellectual property,

covering areas such as patents, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets. Expert speakers

shared insights, legal perspectives, and practical advice on IPR..
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5 Day Technology Commercialisation Workshop
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5 Day Technology Commercialisation Workshop
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Mahatma Gandhi University Innovation Foundation (MGUIF)

http://mguif.org/

MGU Innovation Foundation is a non-profit Section 8 company under the Companies Act,

2013 (a Special Purpose Vehicle) incorporated on 19 December 2019 with the aim of

functioning as a business innovation ecosystem of Mahatma Gandhi University. The

organisation is functioning under the guidance of the RUSA 2.0 project of Ministry of

Education.

About MGU Innovation Foundation:-

The aim is to create an innovation ecosystem to support innovative ideas of students

and other innovators to be transformed into commercial products beneficial to the society.

MGU Innovation Foundation houses incubations in various core areas that would provide a

new and emerging technology and compatible businesses in the field of scientific core cloud

computing (Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Cyber Security, IoT, Mobile and Web

Apps etc.), Science and Engineering fields especially Automobile, Mechatronics, Robotics,

Nano-Technology, Bioinformatics and Drug Design etc. as a physical and/or virtual unit that

extends various forms of support for Start-ups to become “MGU Incubated Companies”.

Some of these companies may be founded based in part or in full on technologies/IP

developed by the MGU Innovation Foundation/ University, or jointly with it in collaborative

mode. MGU may also provide incubation support to external start-ups with which Faculty /

Staff / Researchers / Scholars / Students etc. are associated as consultants or mentors.

INCUBATORS AND OTHER FACILITIES

The incubators established under this system include;

• High Performance Computing (HPC)

• Mobile and Web App Factory

• Digital Learning and Content Creation Studio

• Nano Technology incubator (Nutraceutical and Food Supplements)

• Dry and Wet Analytical Labs
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Mahatma Gandhi University Innovation Foundation (MGUIF)

The App Factory and Digital Services incubator will facilitate common facilities for start-ups in areas

like Mobile and Web App Development, Artificial Intelligence and Bots, Accelerated Mobile Pages

(AMP), Single Page Application, Motion UI, Block chain Technology, Internet of Things and

Business Analytics. It will also have Scientific Core Cloud Computing facilities which will empower

small scale industries, universities and colleges in modelling and computation to boost their research

and reduce the time taken to develop it into products. The Digital Learning and Empowering Studio

will house a wide range of facilities which will promote technology oriented teaching, learning and

content creation services.

The Nano technology incubator will house and provide facilities for Nano cellulose research and pilot

plant for production of Micro cellulose (MCC). It will also have facilities for development of Nano

cellulose modified value added products in the areas of food supplements and neutraceuticlas.

Virtual offices provide a huge selling point for co-working operators. A connected office ready to

stream meetings seamlessly around the world can fulfil a big need in the working market. Businesses

will be eager to rent and utilize these spaces as remote work continues to be popular.

Hybrid workspaces are blended working models designed to give workers optimal flexibility while

retaining a physical element of co-working. With hybrid spaces, a worker can choose to either log in

from home or occupy an office location while they complete their daily tasks.

Hybrid models are the future of co-working as business leaders look for opportunities to bring

employees back in without eliminating the flexibility and comfort workers have become accustomed

to while working from home.

Incubation facilities with suitable physical infrastructure in terms of capital equipment and operating

facilities, coupled with the availability of sectoral experts for mentoring the start-ups, business

planning support, access to seed capital, industry partners, trainings and other relevant components is

provided for innovative start-ups to become scalable and sustainable enterprises. The system supports

innovations / incubations / entrepreneurship by extending administrative, academic and financial

guidance.

The main objective is to kindle the entrepreneurial spirit, and provide customized support in

pioneering business ideas with high growth potential. The commercialization of advanced

technologies developed at the University as a result of incubation will greatly benefit the institution as

well as society at large and will contribute to the economic resurgence of our country.
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Mahatma Gandhi University Innovation Foundation (MGUIF)

Team
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Mahatma Gandhi University Innovation Foundation (MGUIF)
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WEBINAR “Facilities & Opportunities in MGU Innovation Foundation 

as Business Innovation Ecosystem of Mahatma Gandhi University”
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Products and services MGU Innovation Foundation as Business 

Innovation Ecosystem
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Products and services MGU Innovation Foundation as Business 

Innovation Ecosystem
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Products and services MGU Innovation Foundation as Business 

Innovation Ecosystem
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Products and services MGU Innovation Foundation as Business 

Innovation Ecosystem
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Products and services MGU Innovation Foundation as Business 

Innovation Ecosystem
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Products and services MGU Innovation Foundation as Business 

Innovation Ecosystem
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Products of MGU Innovation Foundation as Business Innovation 

Ecosystem

Native Operative Reception Assistant (NORA)

NORA is a socially inclusive human-robot interface for interactive receptionist system

and wayfinding inter mapping applications is designed and developed by mgu innovation

foundation. This robot specifically focuses on receptionist scenarios, which can be

regarded as a good benchmark for social robotics applications given their implications

on human-robot interaction to acquire information related to the university. With

advanced QR code based inter mapping facilities help visitors, students to get the

accurate locations to where they want to go and get information regarding the

departments and other facilities with an easier manner. Including advanced face

recognition, voice feedback, question-answer sessions, location finding, hand

movements, and integration with a 10-inch tablet for displaying maps and other details.

● Voice assistance

● Arm movement enabled

● 3.5 feet/5 feet high

● Female figure

● Remote control facility

● 10 inch interactive display

● AI enabled

● Live interaction

● Location mapping on QR code scanning

● 24-30 hour battery back
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Products of MGU Innovation Foundation as Business Innovation 

Ecosystem

Automated Mushroom Farming Using Sensors

Mahatma Gandhi Univerwity has devloped ‘Automated Mushroom Farming Using

Sensors’ in collaboration with MGU Innovation Foundation aimed to automating the

process of mushroom farming. The device constantly measuring the temperature and

humidity of the mushroom farming room and maintaining its temperature and humidity

through the springer system. It also waters the mushrooms at certain intervals of time. The

device can control these factors about a room size of 30002 feet and it comes with a central

control box, 2 sets of pump, a Power supply unit, and a sensor box. The whole system is

controlled with ATmega328P Microcontroller with a 12V 5A Power supply unit. It has a

build-in bios system with a user interface display. The two pumps are regulated with

internal relays one works in 220V AC and other with 12V DC. Users can control the

device's different modes and monitor temperature and humidity using the 4 buttons

provided. 12V DC relay regulates the springer system of the room and 220V AC relay

regulates the watering system of whole room.
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Products of MGU Innovation Foundation as Business Innovation Ecosystem

Automated Mushroom Farming Using Sensors

The device comes with an internal clock using the RTC module which helps in timing the

watering system of the mushroom. It can set up to 4 different timing for the watering system.

The interval of the watering can be set by the user itself. Thus over usage of water can be

eliminated as a precise watering interval can be set and watering system can be activated 4

times in a day.

Working :

First user should find appropriate room for the farming with mostly no sunlight is visible and

select correct specification of the water pump and springer system. We suggest Non Filtered

bags in spawn where filtered bags are either unavailable or too costly. Usually bags of 15 to 17

cm wide and about 30 cm long with gussets, are filled with wet substrate of mixed grain and

saw dust. The watering system and springer system should be set according to the number of

bags and the location of each bags. Main control box along with power supply unit and

Indicator junction box should place outside the farming room. Sensor box should place in the

farming room safely and avoid any water damages. The 2 pumps must be connected to the Main

control box through the Indicator junction box.

After setting up the room and device, user should set the internal clock of the device to the

current time which ensures the correct timing for the watering system. Then user can set time

for turning ON the watering system, we have provided four different timings. User can adjust

this according their needs. Then user should set the interval for the watering system in minutes.

After set interval then device automatically shuts the watering system. User can monitor the

temperature and humidity of the room through the display in the device, we can read the current

temperature value and humidity value from it. It constantly measures it so that it can be

maintained using the springer system, when temperature or humidity falls to certain point that

we have set internally the springer system get activated and tries to maintain the desired and

optimum level.
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Products of MGU Innovation Foundation as Business Innovation 

Ecosystem

Automated Mushroom Farming Using Sensors

HARDWARE DETAILS

• Arduino Uno: The main microcontroller that will run the program to control

the various components of your system.

• RTC (Real-Time Clock) Module: This module provides accurate date and

time information to your Arduino. It's essential for scheduling events and actions based

on time, such as turning on and off the pump at specific times.

• Relay Module: This module allows your Arduino to control high-voltage

devices like the 230-volt pump. It acts as a switch to turn the pump on and off based on

your program's logic.

• LCD Module: The LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) module is used to display

important information, such as the current time, status of components, and perhaps even

user interface controls for manual adjustments.

• Sensors: Depending on your requirements, you might need sensors to monitor

the climate inside the mushroom growing environment. This could include temperature

and humidity sensors to ensure optimal conditions.DHT 11 is the sensor module we had

used.

• Water Sprayer System: Water spraying mechanism to distribute water in the

growing environment. This could include a water pump, tubing, and a nozzle system.

• Power Supply: Suitable power supply for the Arduino and all the connected

components. 12 Volt inbuilt supply is used.
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Products of MGU Innovation Foundation as Business Innovation 

Ecosystem

Automated Mushroom Farming Using Sensors
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Products of MGU Innovation Foundation as Business Innovation 

Ecosystem
Natively Developed Journal Management System – “Scholar Note”

In 2021, IQAC proposed to develop a new JMS which is an innovative system which

can host huge number of journals with more advanced functions such as increased

efficiency of publishers, hands-on control for editors, reviewer comments, plagiarism

checks and blogging system where participants can like share and comment like any

other social media posts. Accordingly, by pooling intellectual output especially from

IQAC, School of Tourism Studies and various experts, MGU Innovation Foundation, the

innovation ecosystem of the University has developed a full fledged Journal

Management System. The aim of this work was implementation of an editorial

management and peer-review system that gives access to innumerable journals in

various disciplines domestically and abroad, that integrates and exchanges information

between authors, reviewers, and editors in the publishing process. Scholar.Note is

designed and developed using the front-end technology of HTML, CSS, Bootstrap

&amp; JavaScript, Back-end as PHP with Laravel Framework and Database as MySQL.

The Version control is managed through DevOps and GitHub. Scholarly manuscripts can

be submitted to the new platform through https://scholarnote.in/ thus making

Scholar.Note an easy-to-use online journal publishing and management platform.

Scholar.Note offers a transparent peer review process that notifies the author on every

stage of the process.

Features of Journal Management System:

● Hosting huge number of journals

● Manuscript Submission

● Automated Editorial Workflow

● Peer Review Management

● Collaborative Tools

● Plagiarism Checking

● Smart Dashboards

● Advanced Analytics and Reporting
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Products of MGU Innovation Foundation as Business Innovation 

Ecosystem

Indigenously Developed Journal Management System “Scholar.Note”
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Relevant videos of MGU 

Business Innovation and Incubation Centre (BIIC)

https://youtu.be/LxOIOhiIQg0?si=_EctE2pvmRhIZKAo

MGU Innovation Foundation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hu4dgzAmcTg
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7.2 Institutional Values and Social 

Responsibilities-

Best Practice 2



Best Practice 2 

Reaching the Unreached

SL NO Title Link

1 Reaching the Unreached View

2 Indigenous Farming Project View

3 Visiting Tribal Settlement Area View

4 Mushroom Farming Training View

5 Training for Bee Keeping View

6 Training on Fish Farming View

7 Model Organic Farm Creation View

8 Distribution of Calves to Tribal Farmers View

9 Village Development Action Plan- Tribal Seed 

Bank (TSB)

View

10 Inauguration and Orientation of Indigenous 

Organic Farming Project

View

11 Oorukootam: Tribal Grass Root Level Meeting 

under Unnat Bharath Abhiyan

View

12 Organic Farmer's Meet View

13 “Samaksham”- First Full-length Feature Film 

that a University has Produced in Kerala

View
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Best Practice 2 

Reaching the Unreached

SL 

NO

Title Link

14 Vocational Training and Rehabilitation Centre and 

Programme

View

15 Hearing Disability Diagnosis and Hearing Aid 

Distributions

View

16 Establishment of ‘Thanal’ Palliative Care Unit View

17 Diploma Course in Palliative Care View

18 Disability, Rehabilitation, Early Intervention and 

Management Services (DREAMS)

View

19 Auticare Virtual Reality Lab Facility for Teaching 

Learning of Autism Affected Students

View

20 Legal support services View

27 Hand sanitizer preparation at SCS during covid-19 

period (An initiative of IQAC in collaboration with 

School of Chemical Sciences)

View

28 IUCBR (Inter-University Center for Biomedical 

Research $ Superspeciality Hospital)

View

29 COVID-19 Diagnosis at IUCBR(Inter-University  

Center for Biomedical  Research $  Superspeciality 

Hospital) (4.5 Lakh test)

View

30 IUCBR Prepared Guideline During COVID-19 View

31 (Inter-University  Center for Biomedical  Research $  

Superspeciality Hospital)- Medical Survey

View

32 News Report on IUCBR (Inter-University  Center for 

Biomedical  Research $  Superspeciality Hospital)

View

33 The University of the Third Age (U3A) program at 

Mahatma Gandhi University (MGU)

View

34 Relevant videos of MGU View
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Title of the Practice: 

‘Reaching the Unreached’

At the heart of Mahatma Gandhi University ethos lies an unwavering commitment to social welfare

and community inclusion. This noble vision permeates every facet of our organizational culture,

shaping our interactions, initiatives, and endeavors. We recognize that our role as an educational

institution extends beyond the confines of academic excellence, encompassing a profound

responsibility to uplift and empower the less privileged members of our society. With an

unyielding dedication to enhancing the quality of life and overall well-being of these individuals,

our university stands as a beacon of compassion, innovation, and change.

In alignment with our core values, a multitude of community-related activities have been intricately

woven into the fabric of all our academic and administrative departments. This concerted effort

ensures that the spirit of community engagement and welfare is not confined to a particular domain

but is integrated seamlessly throughout our university ecosystem. Our approach transcends mere

tokenism, as we aim to foster a holistic culture of empathy and active participation in addressing

pressing societal issues.

Central to this initiative is the Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension. Functioning as a

vibrant hub of outreach and engagement, this department serves as a bridge between the academic

realm and the diverse communities we serve. By spearheading projects, workshops, and awareness

campaigns, it channels the collective expertise of our university into tangible solutions for real-

world challenges. The department embodies our commitment to lifelong learning as a means to

empower individuals from all walks of life, irrespective of their socio-economic background.

Further amplifying our commitment, the Inter-University Centre for Biomedical Research and

Super Specialty Hospital harnesses the prowess of medical research and healthcare services to cater

to the marginalized segments of society. This institution is not merely a center of excellence in

medical science; it also stands as a testament to our dedication to ensuring equitable access to

quality healthcare. Through cutting-edge research and specialized medical services, we endeavor to

narrow the gap between privilege and disadvantage, working relentlessly to extend the benefits of

modern medicine to the farthest corners of our community.

Similarly, the School of Behavioral Sciences and the Inter-University Centre for Disability Studies

(IUCDS) occupy pivotal roles in our community welfare endeavors. These institutions epitomize

our commitment to inclusivity and empowerment, focusing on understanding and addressing the

unique challenges faced by individuals with disabilities. By conducting research, offering

specialized education, and fostering a culture of respect and understanding, these schools endeavor

to create a society where every individual's potential is realized, regardless of their physical or

cognitive limitations.

These departments and schools are not mere appendages but are the pulsating heartbeats of our

university's extension activities for community welfare. Their collective efforts amplify the impact

of our commitment to social welfare, underscoring the depth of our engagement and the reach of

our influence. As they collaborate with various communities, organizations, and individuals, they

act as catalysts of change, transcending boundaries and nurturing a culture of shared responsibility.
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Indigenous Farming Project

Department of Lifelong Long Learning and Extension, Mahatma Gandhi University

Indigenous Organic Farming Project supports 14 tribal villages in Kerala's Idukki,

Kottayam, and Ernakulam districts. It focuses on tribal groups like Mala Arayan,

Urali, and Mannan. The project aims to boost food security, education, health, sanitation,

and income through organic farming. It also promotes afforestation, skill development, and

bioenergy to improve the overall well-being of tribal communities.

https://dlle.mgu.ac.in/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/INDIGENOUS-ORGANIC-FARMING-

PROJECT.pdf
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Visiting Tribal Settlement Area
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Mushroom Farming Training
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Training for Bee Keeping 
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Training on Fish Farming
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Model Organic Farm Creation
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Distribution of Calves to Tribal Farmers
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Village Development Action Plan- Tribal Seed Bank (TSB)

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR16SE359NO9774.pdf

Seed banking is a programme will help the tribal people for securing access to food 

security through sustainable agricultural practices in hilly areas. The scheme directly 

benefit 2000 tribal families and indirectly benefit thousands of farmers. 

Objectives 

 To establish an integrated seed bank in Idukki district this promotes the preservation 

of indigenous seeds. 

 To develop participatory organic farming researches in the area that study, develop 

and model scientific local farming technologies with the active participation of tribal 

organic farmers. 

 To establish an organic fertilizer research and development unit that is actively 

involved in field farming researches. 

 To establish soil and water testing facilities for the local tribal people in order to 

increase the productivity of organic produces.

 To organize mass communication measures in the selected villages of the district to 

support the framers in integrated farming that strictly rely on soil, water, and natural 

resource conservation. 

 To invent farm technologies, equipments and establish live models of effective 

farming in barren lands. 

Targeted Villages The primary beneficiaries of the project consists of 22 tribal 

settlement villages, in which the farmers of the selected villages will utilize its benefit 

in the first stage by seed banking and other component activities of the center. General 

public will also receive the services of the center, so that it became a vital zone for 

preserving the traditional breeds of the district.

Stage 1 

The seed banking process will be undertaken with stages such as (1) Collection & 

Categorization, (2) Efficient Seed Preservation, and (3) Integrated Transition from 

Storage to Planting. All the atges of the seed banking process strictly follow the 

organic farming principles and theories.  

Stage 2 

During this stage the seed bank will ensure Food Security and foster the promotion of 

self sustaining tribal communities.
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Village Development Action Plan- Tribal Seed Bank (TSB)
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Inauguration and Orientation of Indigenous Organic Farming Project

Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension, Mahatma Gandhi university has adopted 

14 tribal villages as part of the Indigenous Organic Farming Project.(IOFP). Kerala has a 

vast forest reserve area and there are many tribal settlement areas in Idukki ,Kottayam & 

Ernakulam Districts . Mala Arayan, Urali, Ulladan, Muthuvan, Mannan and Hill Pulaya are 

the major tribal groups inhabited in the various parts of these districts. Tribal Organic 

Farming Promotion Project initiated by Mahatma Gandhi University Kerala helped the 

tribal people for securing the access to food security/ Education/Health /Sanitation / 

/Drinking Water/ Afforestation / skill Development / Bioenergy, and increase in their per 

capita income through Organic Farming

VISION : 

To reinstate the organic farming culture among tribal farmers through University System 

OBJECTIVES:

Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension, Mahatma Gandhi University is 

instrumental in bringing the Organic Farming to the forefront and that mission turned out 

to be a state wide programme. 

Major objectives of project are:- 

1. To promote sustainable organic agricultural practices in selected tribal villages of 

Idukki , Ernakulam & Kottayam districts. 

2. To assist the tribal framers financially and technically for land design, planting, 

organic fertilizing, irrigation, harvesting, storage and effective marketing. 

3. To develop organic tribal farmers groups in villages and establish organic seed 

banks, organic fertilizer units and sustainable market system 

4. To help the tribal people for securing the access to food security/ Education/Health 

/Sanitation / /Drinking Water/ Afforestation / skill Development / Bioenergy , and 

increase in their per capita income through Organic Farming 

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-

CR16SE355NO9656.pdf
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Inauguration and Orientation of Indigenous Organic Farming Project
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Inauguration and Orientation of Indigenous Organic Farming Project
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Oorukootam: Tribal  Grass Root Level Meeting under Unnat Bharath Abhiyan

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan is a programme which aims to build developmental relationship between 

higher educational institutions and villages. Department of Life Long Learning, Mahatma Gandhi 

University Kottayam in association with Sree Sabareesa College, Murukkum  Vayal organized 

tribal  grass root level meeting which is known as “Oorukootam” to assess the needs and plan 

strategic projects by the active participation of tribal people. 

Objectives of the Oorukootam  

To analyze the various local issues faced by the tribal people at the village level.  

To conscientise the tribal farmers about their issues, and need for participatory micro level 

planning.  

To prepare participatory sustainable development projects at the village level by the active 

participation of the local community.   

Process of Oorukootam  

 The Oorukkotam was organized through different stages of activities such as training for 

coordinators, rapport building, communication, organization of meeting in a public place, 

discussion of village issues, prioritization of issues, analysis of cause and effects, development of 

local strategies to manage the issue, discussion regarding maintenance of sustainability etc.   

Oorukootam Orientation Programme  

Oorukootam orientation training for the coordinators were organized at Sree Sabareesa College 

Community Extension Center Thodupuzha. Tribal leaders were selected participated form the 13 

tribal villages selected for the Oorukootam.  

Villages Succefully Completed  Oorukootam (in Idukki District) on 15th August 2018  

Sl No  Name of the Tribal Village  Grama Panchayath  Tribal Groups inhabited  

1  Uppukunnu  Udumpannoor   Mala Araya, Urali, Ullada   

2  Peringasserry  Udumpannoor   Urali, Ullada, Mala Araya  

3  Moolakkadu  Udumpannoor   Urali, Mala Araya   

4  Velliyamattom   Velliyamattom  Mala Araya, Ullada, Urali   

5  Methotty  Velliyamattom   Ullada, Urali, Mala Araya   

6  Poomala  Velliyamattom  Mala Araya. Ullada, Urali   

7  Devarupara  Velliyamattom  Ullada, Mala Araya   

8  Karippilangadu - Kolapram  Velliyamattom   Mala Araya, Urali  

9  Vellellu  Vannapuram   Ullada, Mala Araya, Urali   

10  Pathippally  Arakkulam   Urali, Mala Araya   

11  Poochapra  Velliyamattom   Urali, Mala Araya   

12  Valiyamavu  Arakkulam   Mala Araya, Urali, Ullada   

13  Pinavoorkudi   Kuttampuzha   Muthuvan, Mannan, Mala Araya,  

Ullada   

 

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-

CR16SE355NO9659.pdf
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Oorukootam: Tribal  Grass Root Level Meeting under Unnat Bharath 

Abhiyan
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Organic Farmer's Meet

The Department of Lifelong Learning and Extension, Mahatma Gandhi University, 

Kottayam, in collaboration with the Aikya Mala Araya Mahasabha, Idukki district, organized 

an Organic Farmer's Meet on 16th March 2018. The event took place at the Sree Sabareesa 

College Community Extension Centre, Thodupuzha. The primary objective of the meet was 

to promote organic farming practices among farmers and provide them with a platform to 

exchange knowledge and experiences. This report outlines the key highlights and outcomes 

of the event. 

Participants: The Organic Farmer's Meet saw an impressive participation of 200 individuals 

comprising farmers, agricultural experts, researchers, and students. This diverse gathering 

ensured a rich exchange of ideas and perspectives on organic farming.

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-

CR16SE359NO9772.pdf
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Organic Farmer's Meet
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It is a campus many of us are familiar with – the MG University Campus. Neelathamara fame

Kailash too had visited the campus twice during his college days but it was his role in the upcoming

Samaksham that gave him a very different perspective of the University, its working and the 100

acres of ground it stood on. Incidentally, Samaksham is claimed to be the first full-length feature

film that a University has produced in Kerala. The inspiration for the theme of the film came from

the University grounds itself. Kailash explains, "Three years ago, MG University launched the

Jaivam project, wherein the students with the help of the faculty grew organic vegetables at the

campus. This was such a success that the model was later replicated in the houses under the

Panchayat.“ While the initial idea was to make a documentary, it was later decided to convert it into a

feature film. The proposal was put forward before the Education Ministry and it was approved with

the only condition that the film should concentrate on organic farming. The faculty of the college Aju

Narayanan and Calicut University faculty Anwar worked out a one-liner that was presented and

approved by the Ministry.

Kailash explains all this at length because he wants everyone to be aware of the immense work behind

making this film. "It would be easy to just explain my role and finish it off. But no, I want to

acknowledge the hard work that the officials of the University undertook to give shape to this

project," he states. It was a totally new shooting experience for Kailash, who understood first hand

how a film could be made using the available resources at hand. Confused?

He explains, "Since the budget was a constraint, the locations were all inside the campus. The

vehicles for transportation were the University’s and the cast and crew stayed in the campus hostels.

Even the food we wanted was to be informed ahead so it could be prepared. All this was completely

novel for me!" Kailash adds that the Registrar and the Vice Chancellor were lovers of the arts, which

made things easier.

“Samaksham”- First Full-length Feature Film that a University 

has Produced in Kerala 

Movie Link:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38_b9fhmFWQ
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“Samaksham”- First Full-length Feature Film that a University 

has Produced in Kerala 
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“Samaksham”- First Full-length Feature Film that a University 

has Produced in Kerala 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/kerala/film-produced-by-mgu-

set-for-release/article25570707.ece
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Vocational Training and  Rehabilitation Centre and Programme 

https://sobs.mgu.ac.in/services/

The rehabilitation center operating within the School of Behavioral Sciences is a distinct

establishment in the country, being affiliated with a state university and providing services to

intellectually challenged adults and their families.

Currently, the center's diverse skill training initiatives are organized into two groups, each

consisting of 12-14 members.

One of these groups operates a file production unit under the guidance of a specialized

instructor. This unit, assisted by students enrolled in postgraduate and M.Phil. programs in

disability studies and special education, imparts training in creating office files. These files are

sold for Rs. 14 per unit and enjoy considerable demand.

The second group of students is trained in tasks such as operating tea vending machines and

Photostat services. Profits generated from these activities are shared among the students as their

compensation. Furthermore, four students are engaged on a daily wage basis within the School

of Behavioral Sciences to assist with housekeeping duties.

There are 24 adults with an intellectual disability taking training under the vocational

rehabilitation Centre.

1.They are given training in making office files and the files are supplied to the University for

office use. Ten of them are training at well stages, rest of them are in various stages.

2.They have been trained in tea or coffee making using vending machines.

3.Training has been given in the operation of the Xerox machine.

4.Few of the individuals are placed on a part time basis for cleaning the school in the

morning. Four of them take turns every month and do their work and the University pays them

regularly.

5.Some of them are given training in the basic operation of computers.

6.Training has been given in Task related academics – reg. Calculations money and banking,

Signals & Symbols.

7.Training has been given for independent travel and also support training.

8.Training has been given in workplace Behavior, Sex Education, Self-Advocacy – They

organize their own programs & Activities with the instruction of trainers.

9.These intellectually disabled individuals are given training in physical fitness using the

Treadmill and offering yoga classes.

10.They actively participate in cultural programme in the departmental attend competitions

organized by outside organizations in drawing, handwriting, music, fancy dress, speech

etc. and few of them have received prizes. They also participated and celebrated ONAM,

‘X’mas etc. along with the regular students of the various department, schools improving their

social skills.

11.PT of the individuals is also active and regular training & awareness given to the parents

regarding guardianship, social benefit scheme etc.

12.Guidance and counseling are also given to these individuals and parents in time of the need.
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Hearing Disability Diagnosis and Hearing Aid Distributions

In collaboration with Mahatma Gandhi University and the Institute of Research in learning

disabilities and National Speech and Hearing Disabilities, Mumbai continuously organized

from 2018 onwards Mega Camp for hearing diagnosis and distribution of hearing aids.

Distribution of teaching-learning material worth Rs.10,000/- to children with intellectual

disability in collaboration with the National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with

Disabilities.

https://sobs.mgu.ac.in/activities/
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Establishment of ‘Thanal’ Palliative Care Unit 

Inter-University Centre for Disability Studies (IUCDS) established a palliative care centre in

2020. The main objective of this centre is to give care to geriatric health care to mitigate

suffering among people with severe, complex and often terminal illnesses. The centre is

established with the support of the Palliative and paraplegic care society.

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5699.pdf
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Establishment of ‘Thanal’ Palliative Care Unit 
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Diploma Course in Palliative Care

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC

-CR16SE359NO9771.pdf
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Establishment of ‘Thanal’ Palliative Care Unit 

Detailed Syllabus:

Module I : Basics of Palliative Care- End of life care, Basics of cancer pain management,

Patient and family care

Module II : Pain and symptom management- chronic pain ,fatigue in cancer patient, Pain and

analgesics ,End of life ,care in elderly ,pain ,neuropathic pain ,respiratory and Urological

symptom, Nursing interventions for symptom management ,Palliative care for older adults

,palliative care in paediatrics .

Module III : Psychological and spiritual aspects –Social security in cancer patients,

psychological crisis in Cancer.

Module IV : Ethical and legal issues- introduction to medical ethics, ethics in decision

making, confidentiality, health information.

Module V : Communication – Interpersonal communication skills, Communication skills,

facing the family of dying patient, maximize patient’s level of function and quality of life for

patients and families.
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Disability, Rehabilitation, Early Intervention and Management 

Services (DREAMS) 

https://iucds.mgu.ac.in/services/

DREAMS, is a unit of IUCDS set up with the objective of helping children with disabilities,

reach their potential and overcome their barriers of mainstreaming. We achieve this through

collaborative teams, by empowering families, and by building resources and participating in

advocacy.

Areas of disabilities focused

The centre provides services to persons with disabilities at grass root level.

• Intellectual Disability

• Physical impairment and Motor problems

• Psychological disorders/ Disabilities

• Visual Impairment

• Speech problems and Hearing impairment

• Autism spectrum disorders

• Learning Disability and other learning problems

• Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorders (ADHD)

• Cerebral Palsy

• Developmental delays and high risk babies (Premature and low birth weight babies)

• Behavioural and emotional problems

• Ageing related disorders and disabilities

DREAMS works with a wide range of disabilities, including

•Mental Retardation

•Learning Disability

•Autism

•Attention Deficit Disorder/ Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorders

•Speech and Language Problems

•Motor coordination

•Behavioral / emotional disorders.

Early Intervention Services

DREAMS offer a variety of therapeutic and support services to eligible people with

disabilities and their families, including:

•Speech therapy

•Audiological assessment and intervention

•Physiotherapy

•Occupational therapy

•Psychological services
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Disability, Rehabilitation, Early Intervention and Management 

Services (DREAMS) 

Psychological Intervention

•Family education and counselling

•Home visits and parent support groups

Community-Based Intervention

•Social work services

•Assistive technology devices



Disability, Rehabilitation, Early Intervention and Management 

Services (DREAMS) 
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Disability, Rehabilitation, Early Intervention and Management 

Services (DREAMS) 
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AUTICARE VIRTUAL REALITY LAB FACILITY FOR TEACHING LEARNING 

OF AUTISM AFFECTED STUDENTS

(Inter University Centre for Disability Studies)

Autism can affect a child's learning and development, often resulting in impaired social

and communication skills and many also have fears or phobias which can be very

distressing but are often overlooked. A therapy that uses immersive virtual reality (VR)

may provide lasting treatment for distressing fear and phobias in children with autism and

related disabilities.

Graduated exposure is identified as the key therapeutic mechanism in evidence-based

treatments for specific phobias and fears but may require adaptation for the particular

characteristics of individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). For example,

graduated exposure may begin with imaginal desensitization; however, individuals with

ASD have difficulties with imagination, which would make producing and controlling

imaginal scenes difficult. These difficulties with imagination have been shown in both

children and adults with ASD.

One way in which traditional approaches to treatment of specific phobias/fears could be

adapted to increase accessibility for individuals with ASD is through the use of Virtual

Reality Environments (VREs). VREs offer a powerful tool for training as participants

become active within a computer-generated 3D virtual world. Participants can navigate

through an environment which they may find anxiety provoking (for example, a street or

school) and interact with objects and people. Newly learned skills can be rehearsed and

reinforced in a safe and controlled environment. VREs have been used successfully in the

general population to treat fear of flying and heights and fear of public speaking. They

have also been used successfully with people with ASD to improve various skills, for

example, social understanding, understanding facial expressions, road safety and fire alarm

procedures.

Scope

• Avoids movement restrictions

• Children can immersively engage in all scenarios without any fear and phobia.

• Can touch and feel the environment
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AUTICARE VIRTUAL REALITY LAB FACILITY FOR TEACHING 

LEARNING OF AUTISM AFFECTED STUDENTS

(Inter University Centre for Disability Studies)
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AUTICARE VIRTUAL REALITY LAB FACILITY FOR TEACHING 

LEARNING OF AUTISM AFFECTED STUDENTS

(Inter University Centre for Disability Studies)
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Legal support services

The Inter-University Centre for Disability Studies (IUCDS) at Mahatma Gandhi University

has established a division aimed at delivering legal assistance to individuals with disabilities.

As a component of this effort, a day-long awareness seminar was organized in collaboration

with the District Legal Services Authority (DLSA). Additionally, the center intends to hold

"Adalath" sessions tailored for people with disabilities. Currently, the center has received

over a hundred petitions seeking assistance.
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Hand sanitizer preparation at SCS during covid-19 period

(An initiative of IQAC in collaboration with School of chemical sciences)

During the early spreading of Covid 19, SCS community was also joined the efforts to

fight against this pandemic. As suggested by the IQAC director, some of the available

teachers, students and staff of School of chemical sciences has took an initiative to prepare

bulk quantity of hand sanitizer and handed over to the security section for using at the entry

points of administrative block and Pareekhsa bhavan. This programme was inaugurated by

Hon. vice-chancellor, Prof. Sabu Thomas, on 16th March, 2020 in front of administrative

block in presence of Dr. Robinet Jacob (Director,IQAC), Prof. K.S Devaky (Director SCS),

Prof. Beena Mathew ( Professor, SCS), Dr. S. Anas (Asst. Professor, SCS), Mr. K.M.

George (Chief Security officer) and other staffs. Later in june 2020, nearly 120 liters of the

Hand sanitizer has been prepared again as directed by the registrar and handed over to the

Security wing for using in the various sections of the university
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IUCBR(Inter-University  Center for Biomedical 

Research $  Superspeciality Hospital) 

Genesis:

Mahatma Gandhi University envisaged the prospects of an Inter University Centre for

Biomedical Research and Super Speciality Hospital (IUCBR & SSH) as an institution of

importance and relevance to Kerala State with the object to develop high-end teaching and

training in post graduate medical education in all branches of healthcare specifically

pertinent to the region. The University has identified its campus at Thalappady, Kottayam

as the ideal location for IUCBR & SSH, and the first phase of the construction is

completed. The second phase of construction is underway, and a small outpatient

department with basic facilities is operative currently. Establishment of a Centre for

Biomedical Research, Centre for Communicable Diseases Control and Prevention

(CCDCP), Centre for Development and Ageing, Centre for Drug Discovery, and an

Advanced Immunology Centre and a fifty-bed hospital facility are currently getting

initiated.

The Mission:

To conduct translatable high-end research and to transform scientific breakthroughs into

accurate diagnostic measures and into life-saving treatments for patients. To generate

highly skilled manpower in the area of biomedical research to enrich and strengthen the

country's healthcare sector. To establish a super-speciality hospital with facilities to deal

with emerging crisis of viral, bacterial and other infectious diseases, immunity crisis,

geriatric issues, developmental disabilities, infection and inflammation, the ageing body

and brain, mitochondria & neurodegenerative diseases, brain Injury and repair, mental

health, metabolism, endocrinology and general health. Population health science;

transplantation and regenerative medicine; genomics, children and women’s health are

priorities in the long-term plan for the institute.

http://www.iucbr.ac.in/

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5681.pdf
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COVID-19 Diagnosis at IUCBR(Inter-University  Center for Biomedical 

Research $  Superspeciality Hospital) (4.5 Lakh test)
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IUCBR(Inter-University  Center for Biomedical 

Research $  Superspeciality Hospital) 
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IUCBR(Inter-University  Center for Biomedical 

Research $  Superspeciality Hospital) 

More details:

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5643.pdf

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5643.pdf


IUCBR(Inter-University  Center for Biomedical 

Research $  Superspeciality Hospital) –Medical Survey

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5644.pdf
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IUCBR(Inter-University  Center for Biomedical 
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IUCBR(Inter-University  Center for Biomedical 

Research $  Superspeciality Hospital) –Medical Survey

More details:

https://assist.mgu.ac.in/filemanager/assets/storage/DOC-CR7SE182NO5645.pdf
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News Report on IUCBR(Inter-University  Center for Biomedical 

Research $  Superspeciality Hospital) 
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The University of the Third Age (U3A) program at Mahatma Gandhi 

University (MGU)

The University of the Third Age (U3A) program at Mahatma Gandhi University (MGU),

Kottayam, is a transformative initiative aimed at enriching the lives of individuals aged 55

years and above as they enter the later stages of life. This innovative program acknowledges

the wisdom, experience, and potential of seniors and seeks to guide them into a fulfilling and

joyful "third phase" of their lives. The U3A program at MGU is a pioneering endeavor that

recognizes that life after 55 is not a decline but rather an opportunity for new beginnings,

exploration, and continued personal growth. The program takes inspiration from the concept

of a university, emphasizing learning, social engagement, and holistic well-being. U3A

creates an inclusive and vibrant community where seniors can pursue their passions, learn

new skills, and contribute meaningfully to society. University Vice-Chancellor Sabu Thomas

inaugurated the programme at a function on 11th March 2023 and International Association

of Universities of the Third Age president Francia Velas attended as a special guest via

online
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The University of the Third Age (U3A) Program at Mahatma Gandhi 

University (MGU)

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/kerala/global-programme-for-the-55-launched-

at-mgu/article66607291.ece
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Relevant videos of MGU

Inauguration of Jaivam 2017- Organic Literacy Programme of Mahatma Gandhi University

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_zJayAyG1U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_zJayAyG1U

Jaivam 2017, a campaign for organic farming taken up by Mahatma Gandhi University

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FbgMf8TbpNY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48HBvFMxheE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xsq9iVa4DUc

Jaivam 2017   An Organic Literacy Programme of Mahatma Gandhi University

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJDPfRi0UUA
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